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PREFACE

The 20th century world has seen epoch-making events that have marked tectonic
shifts in the way the world does business and conducts international relations. Maps have
been redrawn. Socio-economic and cultural practices have undergone transformation.
Human rights violations have been punctuated by stories of heroism powered by men and
women, and the LGBQT communities who have risen to the challenge.

The book is primarily meant for students of mass communication, journalism and
media. The objectives of penning down these chapters have been to introduce and
reintroduce to the readers major events that have impacted the world they live in, sensitize
them to human rights violations and the need to address human rights demands. Chapters
bring to the fore reporters and photo journalists who have helped bring world attention to
critical happenings. The book celebrates the extraordinary roles played by individuals and
communities in forging changes to create an equitable, sustainable and a brave world.

It is the intention of the author that on reading the textbook the learners will recognise
the multi-faceted role media has played in historical milestones and in changing power
equations.

The world we live in has been impacted by several more events and by many people
who have led from the front to energize a better world. Therefore, this book does not claim
to have covered all the stories worthy of being retold. A sincere effort has however been
made to present major landmarks. The contents will be of great interest to those who love
history and enjoy reading stories that fueled it.

Ms. Preethi Rao
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Chapter 1

The World that was Divided

The First World War was fought between the Central Powers (mainly Germany, Austria,
Hungary and Turkey) and the Allies (mainly France, Great Britain, Russia, Italy, Japan, and from
1917, the United States).

Both these groups fought the war on battlefields and some through tools of Mass Media with
the help of propaganda.

Meaning of Propaganda

Britannica defines Propaganda as dissemination of information—facts, arguments, rumors,
half-truths, or lies—to influence public opinion.

Use of Propaganda

Governments use propaganda to customize the news that it wants its people to consume.
Truth often suffers. World War-I was no different.

News was filtered. The government, the military and the owners of newspaper organizations
tailored information in the name of nationalism and wartime exigencies.

The newspapers of Britain carried headlines that stirred emotions against the Germans
fabricating horrifying stories.

Some of the headlines ran this way:

(i) “Belgium child’s hands cut off by Germans.”
(ii) “Germans crucify Canadian officer.”
Germany also employed similar tools of manipulation to misinform and whip passion

against the allied forces. Some headlines were:
(i) “French doctors infect German wells with plague germs.”

(ii) “German prisoners blinded by Allied captors.”
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The Fake News that Followed the Siege of Belgian Town Antwerp by
Germany in 1914

Even church bells were not spared. The Belgians continued to be defiant of the invading
German forces. News was, however, manufactured to depict the Germans as barbaric and violent.
Such stories were spun that Le Matin, a French daily newspaper in its Paris edition, reported that
when monks at Antwerp refused to ring the church bells to announce the German occupation of
their city, the German army retaliated with anger. It was reported that monks were ties to the bells
and used as human clappers leading to their deaths.

Dachshunds and its Owners under Cross Fire

Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany was fond of the Dachshund breed. Many German propaganda
posters carried the sausage dog as they were also fondly referred to. During the war, this breed
became associated with Germany. In America, therefore, they lost their popularity. In England,
its owners were hooted down as unpatriotic for owning an enemy breed and wasting precious
resources on dog feed!

Role of Newspapers – Defence of the Realm Act

Newspapers under the direction of respective governments published casualty figures to
mislead the readers to exaggerate the number dead in enemy ranks as either very high or reduce
the numbers dead in the home army.

In Britain, the Defence of the Realm Act, called DORA amongst other clauses listed things
that the reporters were permitted to write about, but more importantly, what they had to censor.
What they could not write about included the number of British troops and where they were in a
particular part of the war front, plans for any future action, movement of ships and information
about weapons. The intention was to boost morale at home.

Axis Propaganda

Although the Austria-Hungary Empire instigated World War-I, Germany became the more
leading force.

We Teach You to Run! was a Germany poster intended to boost German morale by
depicting a successful war in which their enemies ran away.

The Austria-Hungary Empire churned much of its propaganda through censored newspaper
reports of the “truth” from the front lines peppered with valiant battle stories of their armies.

The Unofficial Christmas Truce

As wars were fought through mass media, a truce was played out elsewhere albeit an
unofficial one.
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It happened on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day, 1914. Chroniclers of History are not sure
when and how it began. Most probably and magically simultaneously, soldiers on either side of
the battle line – Germans on the one hand and French, Belgian and English on the other began
singing Christmas Carols from their trenches in their mother tongues. Soon leaving their guns
behind, they clambered out of their trenches to greet each other. German soldiers wished
everyone a Merry Christmas in English. In some places, German soldiers displayed placards on
Christmas Day which said, “You no shoot, We no shoot.” Conflict lines blurred. Comradery and
humanity ruled the next few hours.

Soldiers exchanged gifts of food, cigarettes and hats. The time was used to bury the dead
who had died in no man’s land.

While hostilities soon began, this unofficial truce goes down in the history as a symbol of
hope even through the darkest of times.

Reference Links

● Bajekal, Naina (2014, December 24), Silent Night: The Story of the World War I The
Christmas Truce of 2014, https://time.com/3643889/christmas-truce-1914/

● Greenslade, Roy (27 July, 2014), First World War: How State and Press Kept Truth Off
the Front Page, https://www.theguardian.com/media/2014/jul/27/first-world-war-state-
press-reporting

● Smith, B. Lannes (2021, January 24), Propaganda. Encyclopedia Britannica,
https://www.britannica.com/topic/propaganda

● (2013, June 6) From Belfry to Battlefield – Church Bells and their Part in the War
Effort, https://blog.maryevans.com/2013/06/from-belfry-to-battlefield-church-bells-
their-part-in-the-war-effort.html

● (2014, February 24), Recent Articles on the First World War, https://blog.history.ac.uk/
2014/02/recent-articles-on-the-first-world-war/
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Chapter 2

Use of Comics, Cartoons, Posters and Ads to Promote Wartime Effort of
the Allied Forces

Mass media platforms of the respective countries involved in World War-II participated in
shaping the war through propaganda between 1933 and 1945.

Use of Comics and Cartoon Characters in American World War-II Effort

The comic book sector in America saw the growing conflict as fodder for content. Axis
powers were made the villains and America emerged as the savior of the world like most disaster
movies of today!

The Theme

The storyboard remained constant and promoted the “American ways of life,” where:

1. Rational thinking and equality outshone ignorance.

2. Hard work and merit are recognized

3. The exploited will be rescued.

The purpose was to convince the readers that the Allied forces were fighting a noble cause
and also to:

1. Unite people behind the war effort

2. Counter the Axis – Japanese and Nazi propaganda

3. Portray the enemy as immoral, uncultured and inhuman.

The Birth of Super Heroes

Captain America entered the World War-II in 1941 and soon became the most popular
wartime cartoon hero. He and his shield were dressed in the colors and stars of the American flag.
The symbolism was very clear. America as captain of the world will free the world of the evil
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Axis powers. On one comic cover, a leaping Captain America can see punching Adolf Hitler’s
jaw. He was a creation of Timely Comics that later evolved into the Marvel Comics.

Superman

As the name suggests, he was cast as a man of extraordinary strength. On April 18, 1938, in
its first issue of Action Comics, Superman was depicted lifting a car above his head. This was the
time when Hitler’s anti-Jew rhetoric was taking the world by storm. Negative stereotyping of the
semitic race and systematic harassment in Germany by the Nazis prompted Siegel and Shuster,
the brains behind the Superman creation to make a hero that defended the weak, a hero the world
was desperately seeking. By 1941, the action had turned to the skies where Superman was shown
combating a Nazi paratrooper.

American soldiers fighting a war in Asian and European theatres carried these comics with
them.

War Bonds Promotion
What are War BONDS?

Governments fighting a war need finance to run military operations and meet other expenses.
During such emergencies, they turn to their people. War bonds are issued and citizens are
encouraged to subscribe to them in the name of patriotism.

Use of Cartoons

The government stayed engaged with its people encouraging them to contribute to the war
effort in ways other then enlisting in the army. Animated cartoons carried government wartime
mission into people’s living rooms. Bugs Bunny Bond Rally, Donald’s Decision, The Thrifty Pig
and 7 Wise Dwarfs – all carried similar messages of being careful with personal spending and
invest in war bonds instead. Viewers were led to understand that their contribution would help
their country win a war against evil.

Donation of Scrap Metal

Scrap drives was a common way for civilians to contribute to war effort. The donated metal
was recycled by the country to build ships, aeroplanes and other equipment much in demand.

In Scrap Happy Daffy, produced in 1943 by Warner Bros, Daffy Duck is a Salvage Warden,
protecting his scrap yard against a metal-eating Nazi goat sent by Adolf Hitler. He, thus, becomes
a Super American. Citizens are educated on the items they could contribute to the scrap yards.
They are also warned about enemy spies specially sent by the Nazis who would try to prevent
such patriotic efforts.
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Walt Disney and the War Effort

To boost public morale. Walt Disney Productions produced several anti-Nazi, anti-Japanese
cartoons. The wartime cartoons had a universal appeal that addressed all ages. They served to
inspire, instruct and suggest ways one could be fighting the war for the government despite not
being in uniform.

Children watched Bugs Bunny as he poked fun of the Germans and the Japanese.

Donation of Cooking Fat to Make Explosives

Minnie Mouse is a Walt Disney creation. In Out of the Frying Pan into the Firing Line, she
can be seen contributing to the cause by encouraging viewers to donate their cooking fat which
could be used to make explosives.

Payment of Taxes

In 1942, New Spirit was created for the American Treasury Department to underline the
need to pay timely taxes. Donald Duck is all ears as the radio explains to him on how to fill in a
new tax document meant specially for homes earning $3,000 and less. In 1943, this short film
was nominated for the Academy Award for best documentary.

Donald Duck is in a dilemma in The Spirit of ’43, a sequel to New Spirit. He is to make a
decision on how to spend his money. Wasteful expenditure meant that his country is deprived of
valuable resources the income tax would cover. The Axis countries would benefit from such
thoughtless acts of a spendthrift. The main idea that is highlighted is “Taxes …To Defeat the
Axis.”

Der Fuehrer’s Face is one of the most popular propaganda cartoons produced by Walt
Disney. Screened in theatres after the Christmas of 1943, it used satire to contrast the life in a
fascist camp as opposed to the American way of life. It walked away with the award for best
animated short film at the 15th Academy Awards becoming the only Donald Duck film to
achieve this feat.

The Story

The story line is simple. It focuses on Hitler’s failed promise of large wealth and ample food
to the Germans to win them over to his side and present before the Americans the comfort of
democracy and home.

Donald Duck is resident of Nazi land. He is forced at gun point to start his day at the arms
factory. A single coffee bean is all that he has to make his coffee with, which he is then shown as
having with a hard slice of bread. He sprays the scent of bacon and eggs to fulfil his cravings.
Hitler had promised the Germans employment in the factories and a better way of life. The
cartoon depicts poor working condition where Donald Duck is worked to the bone with no time
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off or compensation. The nightmare ends with Donald waking up in America in his own home to
his utter relief.

Use of Posters

Artists designed posters to fuel hatred for enemy states and to encourage war support free of
charge. They were placed in areas like post offices, schools and restaurants to capture the
attention of all.

Posters and cartoons used the twin appeal of emotion and persuasion to convey the
propaganda.

British Government Poster – Keep Calm and Carry On

The Historic Origin

Keep Calm and Carry On can be seen in mugs, posters and tee shirts as advertising material.
The catchphrase itself traces its roots to World War-II, a British motivational campaign poster
prepared by the Ministry of Information in 1939. In case Britain was overrun by enemy forces in
order to maintain the morale, more than a million of these posters were printed for distribution.
The message was simple – Keep Calm. Continue doing what you have always been doing. These
finally were never needed to be used and would have been forgotten but for a book loving couple
who in 2000 bought a couple of old books at an auction from Barter Books. Hidden amongst
them were these pamphlets. These copies soon caught the eye of the public and widely covered
by the newspapers who traced its wartime birth. Since then, this line has been used to market
various products.

Star sports.com was the official streamline partner of IPL 2014 who used this phrase in their
digital campaign – Keep Calm and watch Pepsi IPL.

Coca-Cola in World War-II

Coca-Cola travelled with soldiers fighting abroad who often became homesick. The Coke
bottle was to them a symbol of life back home. Sugar during war was rationed but Coca-Cola
bottling plants established near lines of action received more in the name of wartime necessity.
The President of Coca-Cola announced that Coke was available to a uniformed American for
5 cents irrespective of what was on the bottle.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it is apt to quote Walter Lippman, journalist, media critic and philosopher
who said,

“We must remember that in time of war what is said on the enemy’s side of the front is
always propaganda, and what is said on our side of the front is truth and righteousness,
the cause of humanity and a crusade for peace.”
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Reference Links
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